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October 13, 1998

New York City and State, and the United
States, the Reverend Lynn LeRoy Hageman.
Reverend Hageman, who died last Saturday
evening at the age of 67, was known in New
York, the United States and around the world
as a pioneer in the area of addict rehabilitation
for his integrated, comprehensive approach to
helping drug addicts.
Reverend I-lageman was bom in 1931 in
Lincoln, Nebraska. In 1956, he received a
Bachelor of Divinity from the University of Chicago. Upon graduation, he worked with children In the Department of Welfare in Chicago
and at St. Mark's Episcopal Church in Chicago, the site of the first church-centered program for addict rehabilitation.
In 1989, he moved with his wife Leola and
their three children, Erka, Hans and Ivan, to
East Harlem, where he began serving as an
Evangelical United Brethren minister at the
East Harlem Protestant Parish. In 1953, he
founded an experimental narcotics program at
Exodus House on 103rd Street, between Second Avenue and Third Avenue. There, Reverend Hageman developed a step-by-step approach to rehabilitation, involving total abstinence, spiritual guidance, group therapy and
artisan training. The program served thousands of addicts with exceptional rates of sucsess.
As a result of his work, Reverend Hageman
served on the Mayor's Committee on Narcot-

CHILD PROTECTION AND SEXUAL before they vote on this important legislation.
PREDATOR PUNISHMENT ACT OF Moreover, given the unfortunate proclivity of
1998
some in our society to file spurious lawsuits, I
don't want there
to be any misunderstanding
SPEECH OF
about
the scope of this legislation, especially
HON. ROBERT E,(BUD)
CRAMER, JR. the very limited scope ofthe device provisions
in Title I and the very broad scope of the exOFALABAMA
ceptions to section 1201(a)(1).
IN THE HOUSEOF R PPa5GNTATIVES
Throughout the 105th Congress, the ComMonday, October 12, 1998
mittee on Commerce hasbeen engaged ina
Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Speaker, I rise today in wide-rangIng review of all the issues affecting
support of passage of the Senate Amend- the growth of electronic commerce. Exercising
ments to H.R. 3494, the Child Protection and our jurisdiction under the commerce clause to
Sexual Predator Punishment Act. As a former the Constitution and under the applicable
District Attorney and founder of the National precedents of theHouse, our Committee has
Children's Advocacy Center, I can state, with- a long and well-established role in assessing
out a doubt, that this legislation will make a the impact of possible changes in law on the
positive impact on the lives of children across use and the availability of the products and
this nation.
services that have made our Information techThis till will protect children from Internet- nology industry the envy of the world. We
based sex cemes and toughen punishments therefore paid particular attention to the imfor sexual predators. It will crack down on the pacts on electronic commerce of the bill procriminals who prey on our kids.
duced by the Senate and our colleagues on
The Internet has opened up new ways for the House Judiciary Committee.
sexual predators to get access to our children,
Much like the agricultural
and industrial revand we have to take serious measures to stop olutions that preceded it,
the digital revolution
these criminals and punish them. The bill has unleashed a wave of economic prosperity
makes it a federal crime to use the Intemet to and job growth. Today, the U.S. information
contact a minor for illegal sexual activities technology industry is developing excting new
such as rape, child sexual abuse, child pros- products to enhance the lives of individuals
titution, or statutory rape. Under this legisla- throughout the word, and our tealecommunllion, using the Internet to contact a minor for cations
industry is developing new means of
tese kinus or sex cmes would result In a distributing information to these consumers in
punishment of up to 5 years Inprison. The bill every part of the globe. In this environment,
Ics Addiction and frequently appeared in pro- also makes it a federal offense to use the the development of new laws and regulations
fesslonal Journals, newspapers and on tale- Internet to knowingly send obscene material to could well have a profound impact on the
growth of electronic commerce.
vision. Reverend Hageman was an active par- a minor.
I am especially proud of the provision in the
ticipant in the fight for civil rights and spent
Article 1, section 8, clause 8 ofthe United
that
groups
volunteer
allow
time in an Albany, Georgia jail with Reverend bill that would
Constitution authorizes the Congress to
Main Luther King, Jr. Even as he was carry- serve children to perform background checks States
the scope of proMnton LherK, Reven as h
ceve d to make sure their volunteers have no record promulgate laws governing
prietary rights in, and use privileges with reng on his work, Reverend Hageman received of crime against kids.
a Doctor of Ministry from Drew Theological
The bill gives groups like the Boys and Gids spect to, intangible "works of authorship." As
Seminary in1978.
Clubs and Big Brothers-Big Sisters access to set forth In the Constitution, the fundamental
promote the Progress of Science
Reverend Hageman was a man of rare fingerpint checks to make sure their volun- goal is "[t]o
useful Arts .. " Inthe more than 200
courage, intelligence and dedication, whose teers haven't been convicted of crimes against and
years since enactment of the first federal
energy, creativity and perseverance were with- children, like child sex abuse. Most states, in- copyright law in1790, the maintenance of this
out limit. His legacy is simple and powerful: he cluding Alabama, don't have laws to let volun- balance has contributed significantly to the
worked tirelessly to improve the lives of oth- tear groups do these kinds of background growth of markets for works of the imagination
er, particularly those women and men who checks. For the sake of our children's safety, as well as the Industries that enable the public
were working to overcome drug addiction. He we have to change that, and that's what this to have access to and enjoy such works.
helped thousands, but approached each as an bill is designed to do.
Congress has historically advanced this
I appreciate the bipartisan approach to this
individual, one by one, step bystep.
legislation. In matters dealing with the safety constitutional objective by regulating the use
His legacy is also very much alive and can of our children, it is important that we put poll- of nformatio-not the devices or means by
which the Information is delivered or used by
serve as an inspiration to all of us. It is alive tics aside and focus on solutions.
information consumers-and by ensuring an
in the lives of the thousands of individuals he
appropriate balance between the interests of
was able to help, and who are living more ful-r
COPYRITi
MILLENNIUM
copyright owners and information users. Secfilling and productive lives today. It is also DIGITAL
ton 106 of the Copyright Act of1976, 17
ACT
alive at Exodus House on 103rd Street. After
U.S.C. 10, for example, establishes certain
Reverend Hageman suffered a stroke in 1981,
OF
SPEECH
rights copyright owners have in their works, inand was unable to carry on his work as fully,
cluding limitations
on the use of these works
his wife Leola reinvented Exodus House as an
HON. TOM BLILEY
without
their authorization. Sections 107
after-school program for the children of drug
OilvIRmIa
through
121
of
the
Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
addicts. In 1991,
his two sons, Hans and Ivan,
INTHISHOUSE
OFtvPaaSaNTATVS
107-121, set forth
the circumstances In which
transformed Exodus House into the East HerMonday, October 12, 1999
such uses will be deemed permissible or othlem School,
a highly successful middle-school
Mr' BLILEY.Mr. Speaker, as Chairman of
now in its seventh year of operatin.
the Committee on Commerce, I want to make erwise lawful even though unauthorized. In
general, all of these provisions are technology
Mr. Speaker, the people of the 15th Con- some additional comments. Specifically, given neutral. They do not regulate commerce in ingresslonal District, the City of New York and that the Conference Report contains several formation technology. Instead, they prohibit
the United States owe Reverend Lynn new provisions, I want to supplement the leg- certain
actions and create exceptions to permit
Hageman a great debt of gratitude for his ex- islative history for this legislation to clariy the certain conduct deemed to be in the greater
ceptional life of service to others. Through his Conferees' intent, as well as make clear the public interest, all in a way that balances the
work and energy and courage, his warmth and constitutional bases for our action. Given the interests of copyright owners and users of
wonderful sense of humor, he was an enor- inherent page and time limitations of spelling copyrighted works.
mous presence in our community. He will be everything out in a conference report, I wanted
As proposed by the Clinton Administration,
sorely missed,
to share our perspective with our colleagues however, the anti-circumvention provisions to
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implement the WIPO treaties would have rep- sumer interests in copyright law. Inconnection
resented a radical departure from this tradi- with the enactment of a "paracopyright" retion. In a September 16, 1997 letter to Con- gime, consumers also have an important relatgress, 62 distinguished law professors ex- ed interest in continued access, on reasonable
pressed their concern about the imptications of terms, to information governed by such a reregulating devices through proposed section gime. Protecting that interest, however de1201. They said in relevant part: "[Elnactment nominated, also falls squarely within the core
of Section 1201 would represent an unprece- jurisdiction of our Committee.
We thus were pleased to see that the condented departure into the zone of what might
be called paracopyright--an uncharted new ference report essentially adopts the approach
recommended
byour Committee with respect
domain of legislative provisions designed to
strengthen copyright protection by regulating to section 1201. Let me describe some of the
conduct which traditionally has fallen outside most Important features of Title I.
Section 1201 (a)(1), in lieu of a new statutory
the regulatory sphere of intellectual property
prohibition against the act of circumvention,
law."
The ramifications of such a fundamental creates a rulemakrg proceeding intended to
shift in law would be quite significant. Under ensure that persons (including institutions) will
section 1201(a)(1) as proposed by the Admin- continue to be able to get access to copyistration, for example, a copyright owner could righted works in the future. Given the overall
deny a person access to a work, even in situ- concern of the Committee that the Administraations that today would be perfectly lawful as tion's original proposal created the potential
a legitimate "fair use" ofthe work. Inaddition, for the development of a "pay-per-use" sociunder section 1201(b) as proposed bythe Ad- ety, we felt strongly about the need to estabmInIstration, a copyright owner could success- lish a mechanism that would ensure that lifully block the manufacturing and sale of a de- brares, universities, and consumers generally
vice used to make fair usecopies of copy- would continue to be able to exercise their fair
righted works, effectively overruling the Su- use rights and the other exceptions that have
preme Court's landmark decision in Sony Cor- ensured access to works. Like many of my
poraion of America v. Universea
Studios, Inc., colleagues in the House, I feel it will be particulary important for this provision to be inter464 U.S. 417 (1984).
Inthe view of our Committee, there was no preted to allow individuals and institutions the
need to create such risks, including the risk greatest access to the greatest number of
that enactment of the billcould establish the works, so that they willbe able to continue exlegal framewor that would inexorably create a ercising their traditional fair use and other
"pay-per-use" society. The WIPO treaties per- rights to information.
mit considerable flexibility in the means by Under section 1201 (a)(1)(0), the Ubrarian of
which they may be Implemented. The texts Congress must make certain determinations
agreed upon by the delegates to the Decem- based on the recommendation of the Register
ber 1996 WIPO Diplomatic Conference specifi- of Copyrights, who must consult with the Ascally allow contracting states to "carry foard sistant Secretary of Commerce for Commuand appropriately extend into the digital envi- nications and Information before making any
ronment limitation and exceptions in their na- such recommendations, which must be made
tional laws which have been considered ac- on the record. As Chairman of the Committee
ceptable under the Beme Convention" and to on Commerce, I felt very strongly about ensur"devise new exceptions and limitations that Ing that the Assistant Secretary would have a
are appropriate in the digital network environ- substantial and meaningful role in making fair
use and related decisions, and that his or her
ment."
Thus, the Committee endeavored to specify, views would be made a part of the record.
with as much clarity as possible, how the anti- Given the increasingly important rolethat new
circumvention right, established in title 17 but communications devices will have in delivering
outside of the Copyright Act, would be quail- information to consumers, I consider it vital for
fied to maintain balance between the interests the Register to consult closely with the Assistof content creators and information users. The ant Secretary to understand the impact of
Committee considered it particularly important these new technologies on the availability of
to ensure that the concept of fair use remain works to information consumers and to institufirmly established in the law and that con- tions such as libraries and universities. As the
sumer electronics, telecommunications, com- hearing record demonstrates, I and many of
puter, and other legitimate device manufactur- my colleagues are deeply troubled by the
ers have the freedom to design new products prospect that this legislation could be used to
without being subjected to the threat of liuiga- create a "pay-per-use" society. We rejected
tion for making design decisions. The manner the Administration's original proposed legislaIn which this balance has been achieved is tion in large part because of our concern that
it would have established a legal framework
spelled out in greater detail below.
In making our proposed recommendations, for copyright owners to exploit at the expense
the Committee on Commerce acted under of ordinary Information consumers. By insisting
both the "copyright" clause and the commerce on a meaningful role for the Assistant Secclause. Both the conduct and device provi- retary and by ensuring that a court would have
sions of section 1201 create new rights in ad- an opportunity to assess a full record, we bedition to those which Congress is authorized lieve we have established an appropriate envito recognize under Article I, Section 8, Clause ronment in which the fair use interests of soci9. As pointed out by the distinguished law pro- ety at large can be properiy addressed.
Sections 1201(a)(2) and (b)(1)make it illefessors quoted above, this legislation is really
a "paracopyright" measure. In this respect, gal to manufacture, import, offer to the public,
then, the constitutional basis for legislating is provide, or olherwise traffic in so-called "black
the commerce clause, not the "copyright" boxes"-devces with no substantial non-infringing uses that are expressly intended to faclause.
I might add that the terminology of "fair use" cilitate circumvention of technological measIs often used in reference to a range of con- ures for purposes of gaining access to or mak-
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ing a copy of a work. These provisions are not
aimed at widely used staple articles of commerce, such as the consumer electronics, telecommunications, and computer products-including videocassette recorders, telecommunications switches, personal computers, and
servers-used by businesses and consumers
everyday for petfectly legitimate purposes.
Section 1201(a)(3) defines 'circumvent a
technological protection measure," and when
a technological protection measure "effectively
controls access to a work." As reported by the
Committee on the Judiciary, the bill did not
contain a definition of "technological protection
measure." The Committee on Commerce was
concerned that the lack of such a definition
could put device and software developers, as
well as ordinary consumers, in an untenable
position: the bill would command respect for
technological measures, but without giving
them any guidance about what measures they
were potentially prohibited from circumventing.
Given that manufacturers could be subject to
potential civil and criminal penalties, the Commitee felt it was particulary important to state
in our report that those measures that would
be deemed to effectively control access to a
work would be those based on encryption,
scrambling, authentication, or some other
measures which requires the use of a "key"
provided by a copyright owner to gain access
to a work Measures that do not meet these
criteria would not be covered by the legislalion, and thus the circumvention of them would
not provide a basis for liability.
Section 1201(b)(2) similarly defines "circumvent protection afforded by a technological
measure," and when a technological measure
"effectively protects a right of a copyright
owner under title 17, United States Code." In
our Committee report and In my own floor
statement accompanying passage of the odglnat House bilt, I felt it was important to stress
in this context as well those measures that
would be deemed to effectively control copying of a work would be those based on
encryption, scrambling, authentication, or
some other measure which requires the use of
a "key" provided by a copyright owner. The inclusion in the conference report of a separate
new provision dealing with the required response of certain analog videocassette recorders to specific analog copy protection measures extends this scope, but in a singular,
well-understood, and carefully defined context.
Section 1201(c)(S) provides that nothing in
section 1201 requires that the design of, or
design and selection of parts and components
for, a consumer electronics, telecommunications, or computer product provide for a response to any particular technological measure, so long as the device does not otherwise
violate section 1201. With the strong recommendation of my Committee, the House
had deleted the "so long as" clause as unnecessary and potentially circular in meaning.
However, with the addition by the conferees of
new subsection (k), which mandates a response by certain devices to certain analog
protection measures, the "so long as" clause
of the original Senate bill finally had a single,
simple, and clear antecedent, and thus was
acceptable to me and my fellow House conferees.
If history is a guide, someone may yet try to
use this bill as a basis for filing a lawsuit to
stop legitimate new products from coming to
market. It was the Committee's strong belief-
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a view generally shared by the conferees-that product manufacturers should remain free
to design and produce consumer electronics,
telecommunications, and computing products
without the threat of Incurring liability for their
design decisions. Imposing design requirements on product and component manufacturem would have a dampening effect on innovation, on the research and development of new
products, and hence on the growth of electronic commerce.
The Committee on Commerce recognized
that It Is Important to balance the Interest in
protecting copyrighted works through the use
of technological measures with the interest in
allowing manufacturers to design their products to respond to consumer needs and desires. Had the billbeen read to require that
products respond to any technological protection measure that any copyright owner chose
to deploy, manufacturers would have been
confronted with difficult, perhaps even impossible, design choices, with the result that the
availability of new products with new product
features could have been restricted. They
might have been forced to choose, for example, between implementing two mutually Incompatible technological measures. In striking
a balance between the interests of product
manufacturers and content owners, the Committee believed that it was Inappropriate and
technologically infeasible to require products
to respond to all technological protection
measures. For that reason, it included the "no
mandate" provision in the form of section
1201(c)(3). As a result of this change, it was
the Committee's strongly held view that the bill
should not serve as a basis for attacking the
manufacture, importation, or sale of staple articles of commerce with commercially significant
non-infringing uses, but it would provide content owners with a powerful new too[ to attack
black boxes. Except for the one recognition in
the conference report of the balanced requirements of section 1201(k) as "otherwise" imposing certain obligations, this provision remains unchanged from the House bill.
Based on prior experience and the extensive hearing record, the Committee also was
concerned that new technological measures
and systems ftr preserving copyright management information might cause "playability"
problems. For example, the Committee
learned that, as initially proposed, a proprielary copy protection scheme that is today
widely used to protect analog motion pictures
could have caused significant viewability problems, including noticeable artifacts, with certain television sets until it was modified with
the cooperation of the consumer electronics
industry. Concems were expressed that H.R.
2281 could be interpreted to require consumer
electronics manufacturers to design their devices not only so that they would have to respond to such similady flawed schemes, but
also that they, and others, would be prevented
by the proscriptions in the bill from taking necessary steps to fix such problems.
As advances in technology occur, consumers will enjoy addltona benefits if devices are
able to interact, and share information. AchievIng Interoperability in the consumer electronics
environment will be a critical factor in the
growth of electronic commerce. Companies
are already designing operating systems and
networks that connect devices in the home
and workplace. In the Committee's view, manufacturers, consumers, retailers, and profes-
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sional servicam should not be prevented from recurring appreciable adverse effects on the
correcting
an interopurabitily problem or other authorized performance or display of works.
adverse effect resulting from a technological Thus, with our Committee's encouragement,
measure causing one or more devices in the the conferees explicitly stated that makers or
home or in a business to fail to Interoperate servicers of consumer electronics, talewith other technologies. Given the multiplicity communications, or computing products who
of ways in which products will intermperate, it took steps solely to mitigate a playability probseems probable that some technological lem (whether or not taken in combination with
measures or copyright management informa- other lawful product modifications) shall not be
tion systems might causeplayability problems. deemed to have violated either section
To encourage the affected industries to 1201(a) or section 1201(b). Without giving
work together with the goal of avoiding poten- them that absolute assurance, we felt that the
tial playability problems in advance to the ex- introduction of new products into the market
tent possible, the Committee emphasized in its might be stifled, or that consumers might find
report and I made clear in my floor statement it more difficult to get popular legitimate prodthat a manufacturer of a product or device (to ucts repaired.
which 1201 would otherwise apply) may lawI want to add, however, that we shared the
fully design or modify the product or device to concem of our fellow conferees that this conthe extent necessary to mitigate a frequently strction was not meant to afford manufacturoccurring and noticeable adverse effect
on the ers or servicers an opportunity to give persons
authorized
performance
or display of a work unauthorized access to protected content or to
that is caused by a technological measure in usurp the rights under the Copyright Act-not
the ordinary course of itsdesignand oper- title 17 generally-of copyright owners in such
ation.
Similarly, recognizing that a techno- works under the guise of "correcting" a
logical measure may cause a playability prob- playability problem. Nor was it our intent to
lem with a particular device, or combination of give the unscrupulous carte blanche to convert
devices, used by a consumer, the Committee legitimate products into black boxes under the
also emphasized that a retailer, professional guise of fixing an ostensible playability probservicer, or individual consumer lawfully could lem for a consumer.
Moreover, with respect copyright managemodify a product or device solely to the extent
necessary to mitigate a playability problem ment information, the conferees also made it
caused by a technological measure in the or- explicit that persons may make product adjustdinary course of its design and operation. The ments to eliminate playability problems without
conferees made clear in their
report that they incurring lability under section 1202 as long as
they are not inducing, enabling, facilitating, or
shared these views on playability.
In this connection, the Committee on Com- concealing usurpation of rights of copyright
merce emphasized its hope that the affected owners under the Copyright Act.
Section 1201(k) requires that certain analog
industries would work together to avoid such
playability problems to the extent possible. We recording devices respond to two forms of
copy
control technology that are in wide use in
know that mulfi-industry efforts to develop
today. Neither employees
copy control technologies that are both effec- the market
tive and avoid such noticeable and recuaing enoryption or scrambling of the content being
adverse effects have been underway over the protected, but they have been subject to expast two years. The Committee strongly en- tensive multi-Industry consultations, tasing,
couraged the continuation of those efforts, and analysis. With respect to this provision, I
which it viewsas offering substantial benefits think it is important to stress four points. First,
to copyright owners In whose Interest it isto these analog-based technologies do not creachieve the introduction of effective techno- ate "playability" problems on normal consumer
logical protection measures and, where appr6- electronics products. Second, the intellectual
priate, copyright management information property necessary for the operation of these
technologles that do not interfere with the nor- technologies will be available on reasonable
and non-discriminatory terms. Third, we spemal operations of affected products.
I was particularly pleased that the Senate cifically excluded from the scope of the proviconferees shared our Committee's assess- sion professional analog videocassette recordment of the importance of addressing the ers, which the motion picture, broadcasting,
playability issue and of encouraging allinter- and other legitimate industries and individual
estedparties to strive to work together through businesses use today in, and will continue to
a consultative approach beforenew techno- need for, their normal, lawful business operlogical measures are introduced inthe market. ations. And finally, and most importantly, we
As the conferees pointed out, one of the bene- have established very definitive "encoding
fits of such consultation is to allow the testingrules" to ensure that we have preserved longof proposed technologies to determine wheth- standing and welt-established consumer home
er they create
playability problems on the ordi-taping practices.
As Chairman of the Committee on Comnary performance of playback and display
equipment, and to thus be able to take steps merce, which has jurisdiction over such comto eliminate or substantially mitigate such ad- munications matters as the distribution of free
verse effects before new technologies are in- and subsciptiton television programming, I
troduced. As the conferees recognized, how- think Itis Important to stress that the encoding
ever, persons may choose to implement a rmles represent a careful balancing of Internew technology without vetting itthrough an ests. Although copyright owners may use
inter-industry consultative process, or without these technologies to prevent the making of a
regard to the input of the affected parties. That viewable copy of a pay-per-view, near video
on demand, or video on demand transmission
would be unfortunate.
In any event, however a new protection or prerecorded tape or disc containing a motechnology or new copyright management in- tion picture, they may not use such encoding
formation technology comes to market, the to limit or preclude consumers from making
conferees recognized that the technology analog copies of programming offered through
might materially degrade or otherwise cause other channels or services. Thus, in addition
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to traditional over-the-air broadcasts, basic assure that most hospitals are providing qual- dents. This population is one of the most vulservices to Medicare beneficiaries. If nerable parts of the healthcare population,
and extended iers or programming services, ityhealth
whether provided through cable or other a hospital (or now other health care facility) Is with 48 percent of nursing home patients sufwilreline, satellite, or future
over-thu-air terres- accredited by JCAHO, itisdeemed to meet fering from some font of dementia.
JOAHO is unable to effectively accredit primay not be encoded with these the Medicare conditions of participation." We
trial systems,
Inaddition, copyright own- found many problems eight years ago and vate nursing homes, and thus should not be
technologies at all.
to additionally accredit hospice facilia
allowed
indicate
would
which
still
continue,
premany
era may only utilize these technologies to
vent the making of a "second generation" fundamental problem with JCAHO culture ties until its inspection system Is improved,
copy of an original transmission provided caused, I believe, by the system offinancing The results ofempirical studies included in the
JCAHO inspections. This iswhy I have intro- Study demonstrate the need foroverhaul of
through a pay television service.
Given that copyright owners may not use duced H.R. 800 to increase public access to the current regulatory system.
While the medicare system may benefit
these technologies to deprive consumers of and influence on JCAHO.
H.R. 800 will require that one-third of the from reduced regulatory costs by using
their right to copy from pay television programthe risk
ming, the distinction between pay-per-view members of the governing boards of Medi- JOAHO, the savings do not outweigh
and pay television services is critical. Where a care-acrediting agencies are membem of the of severe deficiencies in care. Although deema
million
to
$37
$2
Medicare
save
may
ing
claims to have 6 pubmember of the public affirmatively selects a public. JOAHO currently
JOAHO surveyparticular program or a specified group ofpro- lic members on its board. In fact, a recent ap- year by private accreditation,
which in
grams and then pays a fee that is separate pointee to one of the scarce public seats, is ors often miss serious deficiencies,
may even result in unjustified
from subscriton or other fees, the program alsoa director of the second-largest investor- some cases
of
welfare
the
sacrifice
not
must
We
deaths.
appointrecent
This
company.
hospital
owned
offering is pay-per-view. Where, however, confor minimal financial
sumers subscribe to or pay for programming meantis just one example of the conflict of in- the most vulnerable
terest
rampant in JOAHO's operating prose- gains.
w
thatthe programmer selects,
whetherit bedures. My bill also outlines a definition of
JOAHO does not effectively administrate
one or more discrete
programs, or a month's ."members of the public" to prevent similar ap- regulatory surveys, The timing of JOAHO surveys was easy fornursing home administraworth of programming, then that package itset poinlments in the future.
On July 1, 1998, HCFA issued a Report to tors to predict. Surveys were never conducted
Is a pay television service, even ifit represents only a portion of the programming that Congress entitled, "Study of Private Accredita- at night or on the weekends. Thus once a promight be available for purchase on the pro- lion (Deeming) of Nursing Homes, Regulatory vider paid JCAHO to accredit the facility they
Incentives, and Effectiveness of the Survey could hypothetically increase staff levels on
grammers channel.
In short, with the conferees essentially hay- and Certification System". This damning report only Monday and Tuesday day shifts in anticilog endorsed the approach of the Commaittee detailed numerous deficiencies in JCAHO's pation of a pending survey.
miserFurthermore, the current system fails
on Commerce to WIPO implementing legisla- current inspection system. To extend JOAHO's
an in- ably to Identify problems. The Incidence of solion, we have produced a bill that should help deeming to hospice care would permit
oes deficiencies found decreased with the
spur creativity by content providers without sti-adequate program greater authority.
JCAHO recently announced itsintention to implementation of the new accreditation profling the growth of new technology. In fact,
with a clear set of rulesestablished for both expand its scope of inspection toinclude hoa- gram. The new process may also tend toIdeadeficiencies as less serious than they actuanalog and digital devices, product designers pica facilities. JDAHO currently surveys nurs- lify
should enjoy the freedom to innovate and inghomes, hospitals, and other health provid- ally are.
Flaws in the problem identification system
bring ever-more exciting new products to mar- era. But according to a recent HCFNAbt
study, JCAHO is unable to effectively admin- are evidenced by the fact that simultaneous
ket.
I think we have struck fair and reasonable ister surveys, identify problems, and imple- public accreditation found more serious deft'compromises, and have produced a bill of ap- ment problem correction policies. Allowing an ciencies than JCAHO did. More importantly,
further au- the current system under-addresses malnutriwith problems
propriate scope and balance. I urge my cot- organization riddled
ionand violence problems. Currently numing
I thority would be a terrible mistake.
)leagues to support the conference report.
at the home aldesare not required to undergo crimiacoredits health care facilities
] _ ___.____JCAHO
backgrcund checks. Furthermore some
nal
megovemment
federal
request. The
Ifacilities'
WHY- T
knowing
and home health employers seek out recent parolees
WHY THE JOINT COMMISSION ON gnizesJDAHO hospital
ACCREDITING HEALTHCARE OR- agency accreditation as equivalent
to meeting that these employees will work for a lower salary. JCAHO fails to detect inadequate and
GANIZATIONS (JCAHO) MUST DO its Medicare Conditions of Participation.
According to the recent HCFAAbt report to even fraudulent staff training practices: FreBETTER
Congress, JOAHO has to make drastic quently reported actions to provide in-staff
changes to meet the basic Medicare require- training to staff result in no evidence on quality
HON. FORTNEY PEE STARK
meants. JCAHO continues to deem facilities and content. Very high staff turnover suggests
oF CALrFORNIA
Medicare eligible, when in fact these facilities that the staff is not benefitling from the reIN 'THE HOUSEOF REPRESENTAT-VES
do not meet Medicare standards. Facilities quired training. In one case, workers were
that want to be accredited pay JOAHO to sur- asked to sign an attendance sheet for an2 inTuesday October 13, 199
Mr. STARK. Mr. Speaker, we need to take vey their site. Allowing JCAHO to accredit fa- staff training session they never attended.
HCFA standards are generally more strirImmediate action to make JCAHO accountable cfitiles that pay forsurveys represent a conflict
to the public. The Administration's July 1, of interest. JCAHO's lack of objectivity plagues gent than JCAHO standards. JCAHO surveyors seem to miss serious deficiencies that
the current accreditation process.
1998 report on nursing home quality ["Private
Furthermore, JCAHO accreditation does not HCFA surveyors frequently identify. JCAHO
Accreditation (Deeming) of Nursing Homes,
standards are heavily weighted toward stmsallowing
for
guidelines
Medicare
current
meet
[niNon-Regulatory
Regulatory Incentives, and
tiatives, and Effectiveness of the Survey and facilities to participate in the program. The lure and process measures, while HCFA
Certification System"] shows that the nation's most serious allegation against JOAHO is that standards have a more resident-centered and
premier, private health accrediting organiza-it overlooks regulatory infractions at the ex- outcome-oriented focus.
The JCAHO accreditation and HCFA validaflan-the Joint Commission on Accrediting pense of patients for example: One nursing
apinspections differed widely in their
Healthcare Organizations needs to do a much home administrator responded to questions lion
as well. JCAHO surveyors spent little
proach
following.
the
with
procedures
better job of protecting Medicare patients and about JCAHO's
life issues or obseivdollars. Before JCAHO extends its accrediting "They (JCAHO) are biginto policies and pro- time assessing quality of
* * they are more interested in ing clinical treatments. JOAHO surveyors also
activities to other areas-such as hospice cedures
clinical care or with
observing
time
improvement1 and assessment than spent little
Isapplying tobe an scored- quality
agencies where it
residents, and those residents who JCANO
organization-it needs to prove it can do problem correction."
Itlng
often pre-seLack of problem correction is of special con- surveyors did interview were
3
Its current job of inspecting nursing homes
cem given the natue of nursing home resi-lected by nursing home staff.
and hospitals.
that
HCFA said
Report the
to Congress
In the lacked
As I said in my opening remarks to the
JCAHO
ability to enforce
findings
Ways and Means Health Subcommittee on
July 1, 1990, "Validating the JGAHO status is
critical given that HOFA, through a process
termed 'deemed Status' relies on JDAHO to

of
"Study ofPrivateAccreditation
'Pp. 617-618
(Deming) ofNursngimes. Regulatory Incentives
Study:
HCFA
andNon-Regultery sitiretives.and Effectiveness of -Pg.vii. Executive Summary:
AdPg_18.Vol.
I Study:
Health Care Financhig
the Survey andCeriffcatioo, HealthCaw Finneministration
ingAdminit.ration. July 1,lst.
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